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And 11 J-MAS John Deere Field Connect Weather Stations are There to Measure Every Decibel 

The Thunder Rolls 
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Weather Station Data

The Latest from: 
J-MAS Agronomy 
The Latest from: 

J-MAS Marketing

More rain again this week. It's 
certainly not unwelcome, but 
we have had to reshuffle 
fieldwork priorities in order to 
capture the most benefit from 

it and to mitigate any late 
application problems (or 
Sencor crop tolerance issues - 
see image below). Last year 
we looked to the Weather 

Stations 100cm soil 
mois ture probes 
d u r i n g t h e d r y 
growing season to 
see just how long 
crops could  hold on 
without a rain. This 
y e a r, w i t h s o i l 
moisture unlikely to 
b e t h e l i m i t i n g 

factor, we will be watching the 
solar radiation sensors and 
temperature inversions to 
correctly time field spraying 
with products such as Liberty, 
and whether heat units and 
subsoil moisture conditions wil 
produce 2013-type yields or 
not. If such is the case, we 
may be proactively hedging 
grain against the certain 
futures and basis depreciation 
that would follow.

"Under capitalism, man 
exploits man. Under 

communism, it’s just the 
opposite"   - John Kenneth 

Galbraith
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Above: a John Deere 
Field Connect 
Wearher station in 
Canola West of
Mossbank.

Below: 21 days of 
data from Mossbank 
West weather 
station. 

Photo: Kiall Jennett

Photo: Kelsey Hutchinson

‘Crap, did we just spray Sencor?’
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Below: J-MAS Geography 
Cumulative Rainfall.
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Limerick North Mossbank West Kincaid South

Ardill North Cardross North Courval North

Palmer South Mazenod North

Verwood North Ardill South

Coderre South

Above Right: Soil moisture probe data from a station 
south of Palmer, showing the response of soil moisture 
levels to the recent rainfall. 

Soil Moisture Data Averages (mm/100mm of soil):
10cm: 39.2 (+1% since last wk(38.7) / +6% since start(36.8) / -5% of high point (41.3))
20cm: 40.0 (-0% since last wk(40.0) / +2% since start(38.9) / -0% of high point (40.3))
30cm: 39.5 (-0% since last wk(39.3) / -4% since start(41.1) / -4% of high point (41.1))
50cm: 41.6 (-0% since last wk(41.7) / -2% since start(42.4) / -2% of high point (42.4))

100cm: 45.7 (-1% since last wk (46.2) / +2% since start (44.6) / -0% of high point (46.2))

Soil Temperature Data Averages (Degrees Celsius):
12.4 (+2% since last wk(12.1) / +117% since start(5.7) / +117% of low point (5.7C))

Above: The most recent rainfall event. 
Below Right: Individual sensor data showing air temperature, 
humidity, rainfall and leaf wetness will be more critical as we move  
into fungicide season. 
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  High Yield 
Chickpea Thesi
You don’t get quality and 55+ 

bushels with any one strategy alone. 
Our plan integrates them all. 

Monday, May 30th - Chickpea 
agronomy has evolved to the point 
where going by the book is more 
of a yield & quality hindrance than 
a help. Misinformation isn’t just 
coming from retail but right back 
to the breeders themselves... Read 
More

Canola In-Crop 
Application

Targeting the 3Lf Stage This Year - 
1/2 to 1 Leaf Later Staging Than 

We Normally Do

Friday, May 27th - Depending on 
weed pressure the plan will be to 
spray Canola around 3 leaf this 
year to still clean the field prior to 
the crop setting yield potential, 
while maximizing weed 
germination which is ongoing with 
all the rains... Read More

Chickpea 
Fungicide 

Rotation Plan 
General Rotation and Timing Needs

Friday, May 27th - We have an 
extended Fungicide season ahead 
in Chickpea and much like the 
high-50, low-60 bushel 2009 thru 
2012 period, Calendar spraying 
will not cut it unless you are 
willing to go 6 apps or allow for 
lost bushels. Spraying first App 
this week means you will need to 
average up to 16 days between 

apps and many products will 
release control after 12-14d under 
these conditions, so we have 
specific products and specific 
timings we will stretch and we 
have some timings we refuse to 
stretch at all due to key... Read 
More

Durum In-Crop
Applications

Pulse Fungicide and Canola In-Crop 
Have Priority - Especially This Year 

Friday, May 27th - Early weed 
removal has long been a key 
component of the J-MAS herbicide 
program but with late flushing 
weeds and more important apps 
on higher value crops (Durum 
remains a Break-Even at best 
placeholder for us still), we aren’t 
pushing the 2-3lf products like we 
were in the spring and believe 
given today’s conditions getting 
the first Chickpea and Lentil 
fungicide out may be better served 
than Durum at 3 leaf (**this idea 
changed some on latest rain 
delays**) as so many weeds are 
still germinating and Durum does 
not canopy over the weeds once 
ahead like Canola and the Pulses 
can, leaving weeds going to seed 
in front of next year's pulses.... 
Read More

1 App vs 2 App 
Fungicide on 

Lentils
Possibly More Pertinent with Sencor 

and Recent Rain

Thursday, May 26th - There is 
concern today on Sencor fields 
sprayed over the last 2-3 days 

against a larger than anticipated 
rain. We feel we had the right 
rates on the ma ... Read More

Sales Rec 
Wednesday

Wednesday, June 2nd - This week’s 
report highlights our current New 
Crop sales positions and targets 
for each crop. *drv = deferred 
‘real’ value. If you are ignoring 
‘drv’ in your market performance 
analysis, you will appear to be 
doing significantly better than 
actually are. Most analysts ignore 
it for that reason, as ignorance is 
bliss. Read More

Local Best Bids  
Thursday, June 2nd - Prices are 

FOB an area 
north of 

Assiniboia, 
east of 

Gravelbourg , 
and south of 
Moose Jaw. - 

Click the 
picture to see 

this week’s 
best bids.
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Above: Bulls continue to grind up 
the lentil market.

Photo: Gord Peterson
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